
Dear Hatfield Families, 

  
This afternoon, we punctuated our first week of online distance learning.  Thank you for your partnership 
in working with our Hawks at home. We experienced plenty of success, and naturally, also encountered 
some tech concerns and other obstacles.  I am extremely proud of the instruction provided by our 
teachers this week, as well as our kiddos commitment to learning! We are all blessed to be part of 
Hatfield’s special community. 

  
Please continue to provide your child’s teacher feedback, as well as utilize their Office Hours should you 
have ongoing questions.  With that, remember that there will only be daily assignments for Monday, April 
6 and Tuesday, April 7, as Spring Recess for students will extend from Wednesday, April 8 through 
Monday, April 13.  Regular instructional activities will resume first thing in the morning on Tuesday, April 
14. 

  
Know that if you run into an issue with a device, there will be ongoing opportunities to exchange 
technology.  The information contained here: Device Swap: Dates/Times/Locations will be updated by the 
district on a regular basis.  In order to streamline the process, it is recommended to complete this form 
here: Preparing Devices in Advance (prior to arriving at a host site).  If you still have concerns about 
equipment, or run into problems with internet connectivity, please contact me at heinelwr@npenn.org, or 
leave a voicemail at 215-368-1585.  Ultimately, the best resource for support is e-mailing 
npfamilytech@npenn.org. 

  
Additionally, Mrs. Bainbridge encourages families to check out her new edition of: Counselor's Corner. 

  
Also, for students missing their weekly Physical Education class, there is a live show that will air every 
Friday at 2:00 p.m.  Check it out here: Phys Ed Fun Fridays Show Stream. 

  
Lastly, a reminder from Home and School (H&S), Friday, April 10 is the deadline for yearbook orders. 
H&S is using a new company with an earlier deadline this year. Orders can be placed on their website 
found here: Lifetouch Order Link.  Only online orders are being accepted.  Recognize that this is the final 
deadline, and no extra yearbooks will be ordered.  Please use yearbook ID Code: 13983520. Families 
can make the yearbook a hardcover, add an autograph insert, personalize the cover, and/or add 
removable stickers to orders! 

  
Keep soaring above and beyond, 

  
Wes Heinel 
Principal 
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